INFORMATION CONTACTS WEBSITE

In implementing the EU regulation 2016/679 and the current regulations, we provide the following information concerning the processing
and protection of your personal data.
Data Controller
The data controller is SolidNature B.V., Aalsmeerderweg 249-A, 1432CM Aalsmeer The Netherlands,
available by calling +31 23 303 0521 or via email at privacy@solidnature.com
Purposes
The personal data you entered in this form will be used to fulfill your request, to send you documentation relating to products and
services marketed by us and relevant to your request, in order to invite you to events regarding updating information of your interest,
and possibly to be contacted by one of our collaborators. Failure to provide the data will not give rise to any processing.
Recipients
The data collected will not be disseminated, sold or exchanged with third parties without your explicit consent, except for any limited
communications that may be necessary to process the request.
Conservation Period
The data you provide will be stored no later than 3 years after the last contact or active correspondence and in any case not later than
your possible request for cancellation.
Rights of the interested party
You have the right to ask the data controller for access to your personal data, the correction, the cancellation of the same or possibly the
limitation of the treatment. You can always request a complete specification of the treatment and your rights by writing to the contacts
made available by the Owner and indicated at the beginning of the information.
Revocation of the Consent
You can interrupt the processing subject of this information at any time, writing your intentions to the Data Controller, without prejudice
to the operations carried out lawfully up to that point
Complaint Right
If you believe that your data processing violates GDPR Regulation EU-2016/679 you have the right to complain to the Guarantor for the
protection of personal data.
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